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EDITOR’S MESSAGE



What Are Ethics ?

Ethics are standards set for you to recognise your actions as right or wrong. It helps

to discipline, our actions performed during the day. Ethics act as a guideline to

influence behaviour and help in making the right choice.

Each of us face ethical dilemmas every day. Sometimes we’re unsure how to handle

a specific situation or wonder why someone handled a crisis in a certain way. To

manage life and act responsibly is very hard without ethics. Thus, ethics is a branch

of philosophy that involves systematizing, defending, and recommending concepts

of right and wrong behaviour. Ethics are interpreted as the discipline of dealing

with good and bad with commitment and moral duty.

The world is beset with falsified ideologies, with people who want to exploit each

other. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that in addition to the rule of law,

some guiding principles as to how we must conduct ourselves in society and our

institutions must be set. The family has a powerful impact on one’s beliefs, ethics

and actions. Parents create guidelines from the beginning, and they are the

foundation of our ethics and morals. Throughout history, from the time of Greek

philosophers like Aristotle, mankind has genuinely wondered about the topic of

ethics and tried to derive universal moral principles, governing human behaviour.

Our modern understanding of ethics can help us create a better world by becoming

better and more caring citizens.

The Importance Of Ethics In Education 

Ethics play a very important role in Education. They are classified as unique

values such as integrity, discipline, honesty, compassion, respect and tolerance

amid others that are applied in daily routines. Imparting values and ethics impact

the behaviour and permit students to make the right options. Hence, to manage life

and act responsibly, it is very important that a student receives the right moral and

ethical education. If a student’s moral and ethical values have plummeted, he or she

will never feel any guilt or anxiety in executing misdeeds or even a severe offense,

as is suitable to his or her morals and ethics.

Hence, if we’re to see a world with a relatively low rate of violence and crime,

where all human beings can reside peacefully, we need to look at the values and

ethics that our parents, scriptures, educational institutions and religious leaders

teach us. Only then would we be able to shoulder the pressure of making our

world peaceful, and in turn, transform our planet into a beautiful place where all

human beings will lead a life with integrity and dignity without terror in their

minds.



ACITIVITIES – JUNE 2021
Online Art and Craft Seminar - An online Art and Craft seminar was

conducted by Sir Vijay and Tr. Latifa, on 2nd and 3rd June, 2021 for

teachers across all the sections. The seminar provided guidelines and ideas

on how to prepare creative, attractive and innovative teaching aids.

21st June 2021 - Inaugural Programme for students - To commence

the year with positivity, teachers of all sections had organized a virtual

inaugural programme for their students which added divinity and

enthusiasm in all.

June 2021 - Camlin Drawing and Colouring Competition –

To spark the creative side of the students, Camlin had organized various

competitions for children. ‘A Paper Crumpling Competition’ was

conducted for students of the Pre-Primary and Primary section. On the

occasion of Father’s Day, a Card Making Competition was conducted for

students of the Pre-Primary, Primary and Secondary section. The students

actively participated in this event by utilizing their talent and skills

creatively.



PRIMARY SECTION - CAMLIN ORGANISED, FATHER’S 

DAY CARD MAKING COMPETITION



CAMLIN ORGANISED – PAPER CRUMPLING 

ACTIVITY

SECONDARY - FATHER’S DAY 

COMPETITION

ACITIVITIES – JULY 2021
25th July 2021 – Parent’s Day Celebration :

Students of the Pre-Primary and Primary section celebrated Parent’s Day by

making cards for their parents. Children of the Pre-Primary section made

cards using the technique of vegetable printing.



PRE-PRIMARY - PARENT’S DAY 

(VEGETABLE PRINT CARD)

PRE-PRIMARY – PARENT’S DAY CARD MAKING 

COMPETITION



13th August 2021 – 75th Independence Day Online Celebration (PRE-

PRIMARY) : The students of the Pre-Primary section celebrated

Independence Day with great fervour by participating in various activities

like Patriotic dance, making of the national symbols and dressing as

freedom fighters. Children learnt about the sacrifices made by our freedom

fighters and also the importance of celebrating this day.

OUR LITTLE FREEDOM FIGHTERS

ACITIVITIES – AUGUST 2021



FLAG COLOURING ACTIVITY

15th August 2021 – 75th Independence Day Celebration :

With profound respect and patriotic fervour, the Primary, Secondary and

College section students celebrated Independence Day artistically on the

virtual platform. Students of the Primary section presented a fancy dress

display on national leaders. They eloquently shared their thoughts on

independence and sang soulful patriotic songs and presented patriotic dances.

Whereas, students of the Secondary and College section presented various

activities such as skits, dressing up as freedom fighters to deliver their speech

and patriotic songs and dances, all on a virtual platform. The flag hoisting

ceremony was held at school wherein, the Management and a few staff

members attended the ceremony.



PRIMARY – INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

SECONDARY – INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION



COLLEGE – INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION



22nd August 2021 - Raksha Bandhan :

Raksha Bandhan, a festival that celebrates the special bond between brother

and sister was made beautiful and meaningful with a ‘Rakhi Making

Competition’ that was held for the students of Pre-Primary, Primary and

Secondary section. Children made colourful rakhi’s under the guidance of

their art teachers during the online classes.

PRE-PRIMARY – RAKSHABANDHAN ACTIVITY



PRIMARY – RAKSHABANDHAN ACTIVITY  

CLASS 

I-A

CLASS 

IV-A



SECONDARY - RAKHI MAKING COMPETITION

26th August 2021 - Commencement of the 1st Unit test :

The 1st unit test commenced on 26th August, 2021 for students of all

sections.



31st August 2021 – Janmashtami - The festival of Janmashtami was celebrated

with great joy by the tiny-tots of the Pre-Primary and Primary section. The little

ones from Jr. KG added vibrancy to the day through their drawing and

colouring activity whereas, the students of std. I and II added a traditional touch

to the celebration by dressing up as Lord Krishna frolicking around with their

handmade props of flutes, peacock feathered crowns and matkas. All students

participated with great ecstasy.

PRE-PRIMARY – JANMASHTAMI 



PRIMARY – JANMASHTAMI 

5th September 2021 – Teacher’s Day – On this day, the students of the Pre-

Primary, Primary and Secondary section expressed gratitude to their teachers

by making beautiful handmade cards using origami flowers and the technique

of ‘Vegetable Print’. Our students celebrated Teacher's Day in school on 4th

September, with great enthusiasm and expressed their heartfelt gratitude to

their teachers – a gesture that touched one and all.

ACITIVITIES – SEPTEMBER 2021



PRIMARY – TEACHER’S DAY 



December 2020 to January 2021 – International Informatics Olympiad –

Another feather in our cap! It has been a proud moment for the school as our

students won laurels by participating in the Olympiad exam. The exam was

held for the students of the school level to showcase their skills and talent in

their strongest subject. Around 47 students from the Primary and Secondary

section appeared for the Silver zone Olympiad exam and 13 students appeared

for Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF) which was held in the month of

December 2020 to January 2021. The students were awarded with certificates

and medals based on their performance. Students who bagged the medals were

:





Things I love to do

My Favourite Cartoon And 

Why I like it?



A Visit to My Grandma’s House

God Loves Me and I Know It



My Favourite Movie Character

God loves Me and I know it



I Miss My School

How My Parents 

Discipline Me



What Makes My Mom and Dad special?

I Miss My School



What Makes My Mom and Dad Special?



Helping The Needy

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪



Why Put Off Until Tomorrow, When 
You Can Do It Today



Cultivating A Good Sense of 
Responsibility

-:

-:



Open Mindedness Towards Change



Tolerance - Seeing The World From 
Another's Perspective



My Teacher-My Role ModelMy Bravest Moment



Many youngsters today do not have the skill

to drive a nail, much less to repair a bicycle

or to even fix a bulb. In lower income homes,

many skills are found, for there the necessary

funds to hire help are lacking. It is amongst

the higher income groups that skills are most

lacking and that is indeed a big handicap.

Skills make us work and take us into the

world of mind-body relationship.

An I.AS. officer, was regularly being cheated

by the driver on car repair bills and once

even loosened the car brakes to scare the

gentleman when he objected to the ever-

increasing charges on repairs. That was

simply because he knew nothing about how a

car functions and had no skill even to check

the car battery or a loose pedal.

We must acquire some skills, even so lowly as

polishing our shoes, making our beds and

sewing on buttons etc. There was a time

when the skill of calligraphy or good

handwriting was stressed upon. Then the

typewriter took the west by storm and

calligraphy sadly vanished. But now there is

the computer all over the world. It demands

many skills to use it. So do many things, more

in life.

Make it, therefore, a point that you do

acquire a few skills which may stand in good

stead and free you of looking for help even

when a small thing matters. Skills have an

important part in our life — we can do many

things if we have them and enjoy work and

working too. Our knowledge of skills and

experience, gained in them impress others

and makes us better candidates for success.

Tr. Veera Rodrigues

Secondary Section

Teachers have three loves: love of
learning, love of learners, and the love of
bringing the first two loves together.’–
Scott Hayden.

Teaching is an interesting art. There are
so many things to learn from it. Students
are a great source of inspiration for all
educators. They bring in new
information, new perspectives, and new
points of view. While teaching, I feel
good and happy when students also feel
good and happy because they learnt the
key points of my lectures. While
teaching, we teachers are more a mentor
and organizer of learning experiences
and situations, such that students actively
understand, reinvent and reconstruct
everything they learn, than a simple
transmitter of ready-made and
established truths imposed on them from
outside. A teacher-student relationship
evolves with time.

Let's recall one of the most iconic
moment that redefined the student-
teacher bond in a special way. A widely-
experienced issue of student’s difficulty in
understanding the subjects being taught
has been raised in the film ‘Taare Zameen
Par’. The teacher thus played the role of a
friend and a mentor for the child in a
school who needed attention and love.
Thus a teacher brings out the best in
students and inspires them to strive for
greatness.

Tr. Resal Nunes

Primary Section





Kavya Singh - I A Juiee Choudhary - I A Ansh Sonar - I A

Arnav Raut- I A Vidhisha Shinde - I A Chinmai Patil- I A

Joel Rakesh - IV A Yash Vidyarthee - IV A Vansh Bharat - IV A



Nidhee Patil - IV A Amogh Kulkarni - IV A Aaradhya Sharma - IV A

Atharva Parte - IV A Shaurya Ingle - IV A Shelton Fernandes - IV A

Shreya Patil - IV A Valentina Adidravidan -

IV A

Ciana D’souza – IV A



Dikshant Purabia – IV A Disha Roy – IV A Vardesh Adep – X A

Deyan Menezes- X A

Can You Solve Them?

1. Three men were in a boat. It 
overturned, but only two got their hair 
wet. Why?

2. I am always running, but never get 
tired or hot. What am I?

3. What’s black and white and read all 
over?

4. Where can you find cities, towns, 
shops, and streets but no people?

5. I’m tall when I’m young and I’m 
short when I’m old. What am I?

6. What 2 things can you never eat for 
breakfast. Answers:

1. One was bald.

2. A refrigerator.

3. A newspaper.

4. A map.

5. A candle.
6. Lunch and dinner.



Riddle…. 

Answers:

1. A computer keyboard.

2. A map
3. Day breaks and night 
falls
4. A coin
5. Money.
6. A thumb.



ACROSS

2)  "The Road Not Taken"

4) "The Raven"

5) "Still I Rise"

6) "A Thing of Beauty" 

(Endymion)

8)  "Leaves of Grass"

10) Harlem Renaissance

11)"The Waste Land"

13) "If-"

15) "Paradise Lost"

16)"Tyger! Tyger!"

17)"Jabberwocky

DOWN

1) "No Man Is an Island"

3) "Where the Sidewalk Ends"

7) The Bard of Avon

9) "Paul Revere's Ride"

12) "She Walks in Beauty"

14) "The Bell Jar"



Things  that Go!

Crossword Puzzle



Sr. No Word Pronunciation
1 Breakfast brek - fuhst

2 Jewellery Joo – uhl - ree

3 Police Puh - lees

4 Tomatoes Tuh – mah – toes/tuh – may - toes

5 Almond Ah - mund

6 Pizza Peet - za

7 Wednesday Wenz - day

8 Domestic Duh – mes - tik

9 Bowl Bo - hl

10 Women Wih - men
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Locate The Words Mentioned 

Below 




